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Manual version August 2017

This manual is part of the EUWATHER project (“European Waterways Heritage: Re-evaluating European Minor Rivers and Canals as Cultural Landscapes”), funded by the Cultural Heritage European Program (CH-JPI).

For more information about the development of digital waterways heritage tours and/or this manual, please contact:

Great Britain: P.M.Gilchrist@brighton.ac.uk

Italy: euwatherproject@unive.it

The Netherlands: info@waterrecreatiенederland.nl

Spain: anna.ribas@udg.edu
Introduction

European Waterways Heritage: Re-evaluating European Minor Rivers and Canals as Cultural Landscapes (EUWATHER)

In many European countries, waterways are an important heritage asset. Canals and rivers are a significant part of urban and rural history, and essential to expanding commercial networks, flood control strategies, agriculture and industrial development. Inland waterways have bequeathed fascinating artefacts to our built environments, including towpaths, bridges, locks, shipyards, and warehouses. This architecture has sustained livelihoods for centuries and, more recently, offers opportunities for leisure and recreation. Canals have also served as sites of artistic inspiration, through literature, painting, poetry and song. However, while the cultural heritage of major rivers and canals is generally well known and publicly accessible in most countries, the heritage of minor rivers and canals is not so readily available or celebrated. The potential contribution that these important hydrological assets can make to local and regional sustainable development in Europe has therefore been quite limited.

The EUWATHER project aims to promote knowledge and rehabilitation of the cultural heritage of minor waterways and historic canals in Europe. Its objective is to develop new opportunities for eco-tourism and outdoor recreation as a driver for sustainable development. Participating project partners from Italy, Great Britain, Spain and The Netherlands have developed several (digital) tools that can help policy makers, resource managers, and entrepreneurs use the cultural heritage of minor waterways as a catalyst for developing a range of products and services associated with education, sustainable eco-tourism and outdoor recreation.

More information about the EUWATHER project, may be found on www.waterwaysexplorer.org. Here you will find more information about the project as well as a range of digital resource tools that have been developed to support the sustainable development of waterway heritage – in the partner countries and beyond.

Digital waterways heritage tours

With the spread of digital media and affordable smartphones with near-constant internet access and GPS technology, tourism and outdoor recreation has taken on new forms. Tourists no longer rely solely on human tour guides or books and maps to introduce them to places of cultural and natural heritage. Increasingly, people use web applications that provide them with maps, lists of attractions and descriptions.

During the EUWATHER project, new and existing technology and methods for creating digital waterways heritage tours have been developed tried to generate new ways of linking secondary waterways and cultural heritage. This new approach to cultural heritage tours have been co-designed with local communities, entrepreneurs and public officials in the case study areas in the participating countries. The tours
may be viewed in the ‘Waterways Explorer App’. Each tour combines a map of the route with cultural heritage information of the area and of specific points of interests. The information is provided in audio and visual materials.

Purpose of the manual
There are various ways in which digital waterways heritage tours may be developed and used. This manual provides a roadmap for developing such tours based on the experience of the EUWATHER project, using ArcGIS online and IZI.Travel. The roadmap offers an overview of five steps to be undertaken to develop a waterways heritage tour:

1. Preparation
2. Orientation and presentation
3. Production and publication
4. Dissemination
5. Maintenance

Each step is explained in further detail in the following sections. The numbers in the roadmap correspond with the numbers of the section in which the step is explained. By following these steps, policy makers, resource managers, entrepreneurs, local communities and tourist organizations can create their own waterways heritage tours and further develop sustainable tourism and outdoor recreation in their region.

If you are interested to have the route included in the ‘Waterways Explorer App’, please mail to (one of) the contact mail addresses listed on page 1.
Roadmap to developing a water heritage tour

1. Preparation
   Overview of the water heritage tour

2. Orientation and presentation
   ArcGIS Online

3. Production and publication
   IZI.Travel

4. Dissemination
   Marketing and promotion

5. Maintenance
   Monitoring and updating
1. Preparation of a waterways heritage tour

The first step in developing an online waterways cultural heritage tour is to establish an overview of the tour to be developed. This is a crucial step. The questions below help to determine how clear your vision of the tour is.

a) Who is your target audience? The itinerary and content of the water heritage tour depends on for whom you are creating it.

b) How may partners add value? Who are/should be partners in developing, disseminating and maintaining the tour? What is the intended role of partners? Partners might include local harbour masters, museums, NGOs, tourist organizations, historical societies, government organizations or local businesses like a boat rental.

c) What is the location of the tour (region, municipality/municipalities)? Which waterways are to be included in the tour?

d) What is the means of transport of the tour? Is it possible to boat/sail on the waterways and/or walk/bike along the waterways? Or even a combination of any of those means?

e) What is the desired length of the tour? In length? In time?

f) What is the exact itinerary of the tour? Are there restrictions that should be considered?

g) Which points of interest (POIs) are interesting to include in the tour? Where exactly should these be located along the itinerary to provide optimal information? How many POIs are desirable?

h) What type of information, audio and visuals are to be added to these POIs, the tour in general or to the introduction?

i) Are cross-overs desirable? For example, combinations of walking/boating/biking or a visit to a museum or a restaurant?

Follow-up:

➢ If you were not able to answer all the questions to your satisfaction, there are several follow-up options. You might want to take some more time for this step. A suggestion is to speak with other stakeholders in (the area of) your potential tour. Step 2 of the roadmap, Orientation and presentation, will help you to fine-tune the overview of the waterways heritage tour to be developed. The EUWATHER website and tools may also be accessed for inspiration and information.

➢ If you have a clear overview of the tour that you wish to develop, continue to step 3: Production and Publication. However, even in this case it may be worth to consider taking step 2, by checking the information available through ArcGIS Online. You may find information that you have overlooked or did know about.
2. Orientation and presentation

In this step, more detailed orientation and presentation of the tour is discussed. The online web application ArcGIS Online provides a useful means for sharing and searching for geographic information. The EUWATHER platform on ArcGIS Online provides access to existing cultural heritage data. In ArcGIS Online, cultural heritage data may be combined with additional geographic data. The platform may be used for orientation and presentation, such as:

- analysing the data available to enrich the overview of the tour to be developed;
- making a draft of the tour and;
- presenting the (draft) tour to (potential) partners and stakeholders to receive feedback and support.

ArcGIS Online is especially useful if you are not entirely sure what the tour itinerary and points of interests should be, as it is a great database. Using ArcGIS Online for the first time may require some perseverance. ArcGIS Online has its own tutorials, which may be followed. The information below provide a summary of the steps to access the database and presenting your (draft) tour, and are illustrated by screenshots.

2.1. Creating a map

a. Create a (free, for non-commercial use public) account on the [ArcGIS Online website](https://www.arcgis.com).
b. After logging in, choose “Content” from the upper toolbar.
c. Choose “Develop” and then “Map”
d. After naming your map, you can choose to add tags or a summary, but this is not required.
2.2. Design a draft tour

a. Select “Add” and “Add map notes” in the top toolbar.

b. Choose the same name as you did for the map. You will be asked to name your draft tour a couple more times in later steps, give it the same name every time to avoid confusion.

c. Adding map notes will automatically launch you into the edit mode. If this is not the case, you can turn the edit mode on by choosing “Edit” in the top toolbar.

d. Choose “Freehand Line” under Add Features to draw an itinerary on the map. This itinerary is the path the user follows to visit the different points of interests.

e. Draw the line and name it.

f. Add the points of interests (POIs) to the map. These are locations with interesting cultural heritage along the itinerary. You can add specific information about these locations.

- Click “Add” again, but now choose “Pin”.
- Name the POIs
- Enrich the POIs with additional information, such as a description or images. The next step will describe in more detail how to add this additional information.
- Symbols can be edited by choosing “Change symbol”
- Add as many POIs as are relevant.
2.3. Enrich the POIs

a. One way to enrich the POIs is through adding additional information. The Waterways Explorer website features a lot of information, but the information may be added from other sources such as your own digital archive, and the internet. Be sure to check if additional information from other sources is free of copyright.
   - To add a clickable link to this information, click the chain symbol above the description box (“Develop link”). This allows you to develop a hyperlink. Copy the URL of the relevant page and name your hyperlink. If a user clicks your link now, a window opens to the selected web page.

b. The Waterways Explorer website also features an image bank which may be used to enrich your POI. Images from other sources may also be added. Be sure to check if additional information from other sources is free of copyright.
   - To add an image, copy its URL from the source webpage, and paste it into the box “Image URL” (note: not “Image Link URL”). The image will now be displayed whenever the POI is selected.
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Image 3 Enriching a POI
2.4. Presenting the draft tour: export to StoryMaps

a. The draft tour is almost ready to be presented. Save it by clicking “Save” in the toolbar.

b. Choose “Share” and the button “Create a web app”.

c. Choose “Build A Story Map”, “Story Map Series” and “Develop Web App”.

Image 4 Sharing the map (choose “Develop a Web App”)

Image 5 Creating a Web App (choose “Build a Story Map”)
d. Pick “Side Accordion” as your lay-out style and name the story map.

e. In the “Add Entry”-menu, click on “Map” and choose the map that you just developed. Do not forget to name it (again).

![Adding an entry (choose the map you just developed)](Image 6)

f. After adding the map, you will see the Story Map dashboard, which consists of the accordion menu on the left and the multimedia viewer on the right.

g. Click “Add” to add your storytelling. Every entry allows you to add text (The narrative) and to enrich it with multimedia.
   - To add images from the EUWATHER image bank, click “Link” and paste the image URL in the “Image link” field.
   - Note: the information you provide here will only be saved in this story map, not in the map you developed before.
   - Note: entries cannot be removed from the story map, so be careful in adding.
h. When you have finished the storytelling, save it using the button on the top right of the screen.

i. Choose “Share” to publish it. You can now present the draft to gather feedback. Use the link provided under “Socialize” to open the mobile version of your story map on your phone or tablet.

Follow-up:

➢ Continue to fine-tune the draft tour and presentation in this step if this is necessary.
➢ If you are satisfied with the draft and now have a clear overview of the tour (including POIs, information you want to add, etc.), continue to step 3: Production and publication of the water heritage tour.
3. Production and publication

The next step is the actual online production and publication of the tour. There are various ways in which digital waterways heritage tours may be developed. During the EUWATHER project, IZI.Travel proved a useful and user-friendly free platform to do so. IZI.Travel is an online (audio) guide platform, specifically designed to develop tours. Adding audio is not required. However, it is recommended, as it adds both depth and a more comfortable way of experiencing the tour, especially if it is a boating or biking tour. The online production and publication of the tour is via the IZI.Travel website. Users may view the published tour via the website or the IZI.Travel app on a tablet or smartphone. An IZI.Travel account is necessary to produce and publish an online tour and to view tours via the app.

Publishing the tour is only advised if you have a clear overview of the waterways heritage tour to be developed. The options provided for creating tours are limited. It is for example not possible to see who edited what in the tour, or even duplicate POIs.

To publish your IZI.Travel tour, follow the steps below.

3.1. Creating your tour

a. Create an account on the IZI.Travel website.

b. After logging in, your dashboard will be shown. To develop a tour, click on the red button “+ Develop” at the top of the screen.

c. Choose the option “Tour”.

   ➢ Name your tour. Note that IZI.Travel provides users with public tours when searching in a specific area or on a specific term. When chosen effectively, the name of your tour contributes to the promotion for your tour. If you are interested to have the route included in the ‘Waterways Explorer App’, please mail to (one of) the contact mail addresses listed on page 1.

   ➢ We recommend keeping the setting for “Playback type” on “Random”, though of course you are free to explore all the options.

   ➢ Choose the means of transport through which your tour should be done.

   ➢ And finally, choose the language in which the tour will be told. It is possible to add multiple languages in the same tour later.

d. IZI.Travel will now automatically show you its own tutorial. Follow the steps in the tutorial to develop your tour.

e. Do not forget to enrich your POIs with additional information. See step 2.3 of this manual for ways to do this.

f. When finished, choose “Only users who have passcode”, for publication of the tour. After checking the tour in the next step (3.2 - Checking the tour), you will choose “Everyone”. 
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3.2. Checking the tour

Checking your tour is essential. The checking should be done in multiple ways. Do not forget to provide those who check the tour with the necessary passcode to view the tour in IZI.Travel (for your passcode, check step 3.1f).

a. Text check: ask others to proof-read.

b. Check audio and visual material: check if the quality of audio and visual material is sufficient.

c. Field check: test the tour in the field using the mode of transport chosen for the tour. Do the field check preferably with someone in your target audience and partners in the region. It is useful to not only take notes, but also photographs during the field check.

d. Process the feedback and improve your tour. It may be necessary to check the adapted tour.

Follow-up:

➢ Check tour and process your feedback as much as you believe necessary. It is an iterative process.

➢ If you are satisfied with the tour, publish the tour in IZI.Travel by choosing “Everyone” for “Who can see it in the mobile application?” (top left, next to the title of the tour). Continue to step 4: Dissemination.
4. Dissemination

The target audience will not automatically find your waterways heritage tour. For this reason, it is important to make a plan for disseminating the tour, including marketing and promotion. This may be through your own organisation. Most often it is more effective to involve partners and stakeholders in the region of the tour.

Possible ways for dissemination are public events, meetings and seminars involving (regional) stakeholders, leaflets to be distributed in tourist offices, banners and temporary (pop-up) exhibitions, and of course social media (Facebook, Twitter).

Follow up:
➢ Dissemination is not a one-time action. Be sure to promote the tour on a regular basis.

5. Maintenance

The last step in the roadmap for developing a water heritage tour is maintenance. To ensure the water heritage tour is up to date, it is important to monitor and regularly update the tour.

a) Users can provide feedback through IZI.Travel. Be sure to check reviews regularly and update the route depending on the feedback. These reviews can be accessed on the IZI.Travel dashboard, under “Reviews”.

b) IZI.Travel provides its own statistics on the tour, including stats about the users of the tour and POI-specific stats. These statistics can be accessed on the IZI.Travel dashboard, under “Visit stats”.

c) Repeat the field check on at least a yearly basis.

Follow-up:
➢ Update the water heritage route depending on reviews, statistics, evaluations and regular field checks.
➢ Develop another water heritage route.
References

If you are interested in learning more about the value of developing cultural history tours and ways to do so, the references below provide additional and more detailed information.


